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Online social platforms  and media outlets  will be an integral part of branding s trategies  moving forward. Image credit: Tribe Dynamics

 
By NORA HOWE

As the digital age grows stronger, online platforms and media outlets will serve a pivotal purpose in how luxury
brands garner engagement.

Within the next 12 months, media platforms will allow for more personal connections between brands and
consumers, particularly through short-form video content to engage younger audiences. However, with the
emergence of so many online outlets in the age of misinformation, this year will see a spotlight on platform liability.

"Although we have been leading up to it, COVID-19 helped media become the number one tactic within marketing
and business strategies," said Vincent Krsulich, president of Martini Media, Los Angeles. "Media has become the
language that connects all parts of the consumer journey.

"There will be breakthroughs this year in the two-way communication road between customer and brand," he said.

Inclusivity and relatability
Consumers, especially Gen Z and millennials, are savvier than ever. Due to the power of digital media, they
consume information constantly, allowing them to hold brands and products to significantly higher standards.

During the Launchmetrics Performance digital summit on Nov. 5, panelists from Glossy, T ikTok, Tatcha and Church
& Dwight discussed how new channels are shaping the beauty industry, specifically. They concurred that through
rising digital platforms, consumers are looking to engage with the brands they love or utilize the platform to discover
and experiment with new brands (see story).

"Exclusivity and lack of relatability are out," said Lexy Wright, director of business development at Pixlee, San
Fransisco. "Legacy fashion houses and legacy brands are at a pivotal point where they need to listen to their
customers and re-think their communications strategies from content to platform.

"It's  a fine line to walk to pay homage to the history of the brand, but also make sure that the brand has a future," she
said. "Luxury is leaning in more than ever before with social-media-first fashion weeks and new collections and
campaigns launching on platforms."
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Due to the pandemic, fashion houses turned to digital outlets to broadcast their runway shows in lieu of physical
events, allowing consumers who would otherwise not have been in attendance to view the shows in real time (see
story).

Burberry lives treamed its  spring/summer 2021 runway show during LFW in September. Image credit: Burberry

Additionally, as Generation Z and millennials strengthen their purchasing power, brands must not bypass the
avenues reaching these younger consumers directly through social media platforms.

"We saw e.l.f. cosmetics break the mold by launching their own TikTok challenge, and brands connect with their
community on platforms like Twitch," Ms. Wright said. "With many social platforms available, brands are going to
have to be very thoughtful in where they put their efforts, and this will be led by the customers.

"Beauty and home brands will stay invested in Instagram and TikTok, and community-focused brands to connect
with their community on platforms that power group dialogue and genuine presence," she said. "I think that we will
see a craving for real-time, community focused connections between consumers and brands."

TikTok and short-form video
While many luxury brands use Instagram to curate more polished feeds with imagery seen in high-fashion
magazines, T ikTok content is more playful and casual, encouraging users to participate in challenges and interact
with brands on more personal levels.

From Fendi's profile launch which gathered more than 4 million views (see story), to Furla's branded hashtag
challenge to encourage users to replicate dance moves to a bespoke soundtrack driving over 124 million views,
brands are jumping on the opportunity to connect and engage with younger audiences found on the short-form
video app (see story).

"2021 is going to be all about T ikTok and Instagram, particularly the Reels feature," said Chelsea Cawood Trinidad,
owner and CEO of Scout Sales Management, Tulsa. "Consumer's attention spans are now programmed for quick
rewards, so a 15-second limit forces brands to be clever about their product placement and thesis of their message.

"TikTok and Instagram Reels are basically a meme in video form the structure of the joke or trend is laid out already,
and everyone riffs on it based on their point of view," Ms. Trinidad said. "This does a lot of creative heavy lifting for
the brand and allows it the framework in which to fit its  message, as well as show the world that a brand is on-trend
and doesn't take itself too seriously."

In an effort to compete with the rapidly successful "reels" format of T ikTok, Facebook Inc. launched Instagram Reels
in August (see story).

@gucciGucci's  new video project for @tiktok will
feature talents that took part in the
##GucciModelChallange including @thvmxxs .
Voice by @morganpresleyxo original sound -
Gucci

#GucciModelChallenge on TikTok

"Consumers are looking for something that makes them smile, whether that comes from a funny gang, an
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impressive stunt or clever video editing that comes off as magic," Ms. Trinidad said. "Savvy brands from Levi's to
Gucci have turned to this medium for true content marketing.

"One of the biggest trends for luxury brands that I've witnessed has been the satirical #GucciModelChallenge, where
a narrator describes elements commonly found in the fashion house's editorial ads, and the person recreating the
video dons whatever they have in their closet that adheres to the narrative," she said. "These videos are such a
blessing for a high-end brand it clearly defines the brand's aesthetic, and gives people who could never afford it a
way to engage."

Platform liability
While digital media is being utilized by consumers and brands more than ever before, significant legal challenges
have been imposed upon tech giants recently, inciting implications for a potential shift in platform liability this year.

U.S. President-elect Joe Biden and Congress have voiced their intentions to hold social media giants, such as
Google, Facebook and Twitter accountable for their allowance of the spread of misinformation. The new
administration intends to pursue the repeal of Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act of 1996 which
actively protects internet platforms from liability for what users post on their sites.

Those in favor of repealing Section 230 argue that the law allows social media platforms to ignore false information
and slander that can destroy the lives of innocent people.

Last month, the United States Federal Trade Commission (FTC) sued Facebook Inc. for illegally maintaining its
personal social networking monopoly through a years-long course of anticompetitive conduct. After a lengthy
investigation in cooperation with attorneys general of 46 states, the District of Columbia and Guam, the lawsuit
accuses Facebook of engaging in a systematic strategy to eliminate threats to its monopoly through, but not limited
to, the acquisition of rival platforms Instagram and WhatsApp.

The FTC suggests that this course of conduct harms competition, leaves consumers with few choices for personal
social networking and deprives digital marketers of the benefits of competition (see story).

While it will likely take years for the lawsuit to play out, there is a real possibility that brands will be looking at a more
fractured digital marketing landscape, should a divestment become reality.

Ultimately, the lawsuit has the potential to force Facebook to sell off Instagram and WhatsApp and the company
could be required to seek prior approval for future mergers and acquisitions (see story).

"With all of the major players leaning into social commerce, 2021 is going to be a very telling year when it comes to
brands hitting or missing the mark by sending the right message on the right channels," Pixlee's Ms. Wright said.
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